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KEEPING THE DRAINS OPEN
There are no prizes for guessing what this is. It is a vital part of one of the front legs of our
post55 cars. Some owners describe the front suspension on their post55 cars as being
Macpherson struts – a design favoured by many manufacturers for ease of production and
general efficiency. This is not quite true. The cylindrical member running up through the
front coil springs is simply a shock absorber with the extra task of supporting the front spring.
In other words it is not a ‘structural’ part of the spring. You can remove the spring and shock
absorber and move the car – not very far mind you whereas with a Macpherson strut –
remove the strut and the whole vehicle spreads itself on the ground!
The spring support seen above, slides over the shock absorber and sits on a simple circlip on
the latter’s body. The lip within the spring support can be seen just inside it above. The only
maintenance needed here is to keep those drain holes open. Two of them can be seen here.
They tend to fill up with gravel and dirt, the heat of the engine backs the resulting ‘plug’ and
road water simply fills the thing up. If you are in a cold weather area and suffer salt on the
roads this situation can be speeded up by just filling the support with hydrochloric acid and
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waiting for it to dissolve and then you can see what happens when the spring finally overpowers it and crashes down around the shock absorber! The prophylaxis is very simple, get a
bit of wire and poke out the holes, if possible use compressed air and hopefully blow out the
muck accumulated in the cup of the support.


WHERE ARE YOUR WHEELS?

When you are at your next Concours d’Elegance and the cucumber sandwiches and Cliquot
Clan are in full slosh, wander around the front ends of the beautifully titivated examples and
check the wheel clearances. The above pictures are of the same car, right front wheel at left
and left front wheel at right. I arranged that to see if you are still awake!
Note the clearances between the tyre and the fender. Hmm – no it is not the optional elastic
control arms nor has the sub-frame detached itself from its parental assembly. The culprits in
this case were incredibly worn camber bushes. These you will remember are the swivels at
the inner top arms of the suspension. The bush is a silentbloc unit consisting as they all do of
a highly compressed rubber tube jammed between two steel tubes. The inner tube is in turn
jammed between two supports on the sub-frame and cannot move and the outer tube is
jammed (read pressed) into the end of the control arm. In operation neither metal tube can
move so the rubber insert simply has to flex to accommodate movement as the suspension
rises and falls. Below is a case of futility - trying to press the old bush from the arm – 12 tons
just won’t hack it! The new bush to be inserted is sitting to the right of the arm!
The sleuths among you will be
paragraphs ahead of me and tossed this
issue aside to go get a drink, but for the
others the wheel design indicates that
this car is a Turbo, (where did they get
that name?). Then you will remember
that the inner end of the upper arm is
very close to the exhaust manifold on
both sides of the car. Finally you will
remember that the Turbo’d (?) engines
develop a lot more power than their
lesser assemblies. Energy, as you may
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recall Mr Newton’s dictums, has to be dispersed somewhere and in this case it is largely as
heat! So your nicely pressed and set up inner rubber lined bush is suddenly millimetres away
from a red hot (literally) exhaust manifold. The Factory did their best in the room available
and bolted in some shields but they simply slowed down the suspension baking process!

Adverting to former observations about Mac Pherson Struts, here is the whole suspension together minus the
spring. The problem camber bush can just be seen behind the shock absorber. The smaller rod with a large
clevis bolted to the upper control arm, largely controls caster (the lean on the vertical axis of the wheel) which in
turn gives not only stability of direction in your steering but is the bit of geometry that self centres the wheel after
a turn! With a badly worn inner camber bush the upper control arm swivels around the bolted yoke from the
caster arm and allows the wheel to move backwards and forwards! The ‘caster bushes’ where the caster arm is
mounted on the sub frame are usually the first wear point of the whole suspension but can be easily inspected
without even taking the wheel off. That they are for another world is usually evident by a bit of the rubber bulging
or hanging out where it shouldn’t.

Since your remaining on Earth as a sentient being largely depends on the suspension of your
car, including the wheels and tyres it is advisable to have a wheel alignment once a year, a
wheel balance every 10,000K and weigh up your life expectancy against the age of the tyres
particularly as they exceed 5 years!
So back to the sandwich munchers you go, pick out the most vulnerable one (they usually
laugh a lot and sneer slightly at your grubby hands where you have been poking around
baked suspensions), and say, ‘come and look at this’ with a knowing look in your eye, at the
same time standing to one side of the vulnerable one’s face lest you cause a sudden expulsion
of a partially digested cucumber sandwich!
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PIROUETTING IN YOUR
ROLLS
These remarkable assemblies keep delaying
your appointment with St Peter but ignorant
of the size and loads placed on them you
blithely hurl your car around corners, bang
curbs and hit pot holes large enough to bury a
small ox! For those who have not realised
what they owe to these ball joints, these are
what the car’s front wheels swivel on. Truly
wondrous metallurgy, that tapered pin takes
sideways forces as you corner, that most of us
would not want to think about. Yet I have
never heard of one breaking.
At left is the yoke that joins the top control
arm with the bottom control arms and most
importantly carries the stub axle on which the
road wheel runs! At the bottom of the yoke
can be seen, covered by a very non original
dust cover, the ball joint screwed in to a cup
which in turn is screwed into the bottom of
the yoke.
Below is the cup screwed into the yoke
bottom. Noting that the ball pin rests on a
composition cone protected by an initial
application of grease, if the grease is lost the
ball will grind itself through the cone and
then through the mounting cup.

At left is the joint pulled apart showing the
ball pin, the bearing cone and the securing
collar. The latter has a similar composition
insert to surround the top side of the pin ball.
The circular shims are placed under the head of the head of the securing collar to adjust the
about of ‘squeeze’ that is placed on the pin when the whole assembly is pulled down tight. A
similar joint is fitted to the top end of the yoke and at the bottom of the front shock absorber.
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TECHNICAL LIBRARY
With the demise of the Factory as we knew it, the separation of the Marques again after 70
years and the new manufacturers’ determined and apparently very effective efforts to produce
two splendid modern vehicles, the fate of ‘our’ cars is of some concern to many owners. For
years we were spoilt by a supply system that prided itself on attempting to provide spares for
the older cars. Tradition would seem to suggest that only maintenance items were ever
required (‘but Madam you must be mistaken – Rolls-Royces don’t break axles’) and as part
of the image, owners of course delivered their car to their nearest agent (they are listed in that
small book in the glove box) for regular servicing.

Fuel injected engines are actually almost less cluttered than their carburetted uncles but then with adoption of
more and more electronic controls even the simplest modern engine can be bewildering

The very early cars relied heavily on owners having a driver who through the handbook’s
instruction was required to carry out 2 hours maintenance on his master’s car every week –
and that certainly did not include washing and general cleaning! Margaret Gillings, one of
our surviving Foundation Members, as a labour of love has recently ‘recreated’ a reprint of
the handbook for a 1910 40/50HP car. This is the first of a project started many months ago
to eventually reproduce all the handbooks as facsimiles for the enthusiast and owner alike. A
sign of the times, that we can do this for a product nearly 100 years old is awesome as the
young choose to put it. Books of this age generally do not scan well but Margaret overcame
this by re-typing the text in a font that would be difficult to detect from the original.
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Margaret’s book as I will call it is most interesting in the detail included for technical
maintenance. Admittedly a 1910 car was fairly basic in function even if sophisticated in
execution, but nevertheless the instructions to the maintaining ‘man’ were quite explicit. In
those days when endeavouring to staff the position one would need to enquire of the
applicant whether they could indeed read! Ironically, the same enquiry could well apply to
applicants today!

The work required of a garage to get to the fundamentals of some of our cars is simply not practical particularly if
they know little about the cars. It is far more economical to turn say four cars over in a day and get paid for them
that spend a day on a voyage of exploration and not infrequently have little or nought to show for it!

As the cars became more complex, expecting drivers to carry out intricate maintenance tasks
was a little ambitious. The socioeconomic climate changed radically with the Great War and
the later World Depression. Greater reliance on company service stations occurred although
a world-wide problem with all limited production vehicles was access. Nowhere was this
more evident than in Australia. To either move a car 1000 miles to get it repaired or simply
serviced or to get a serviceman to the owner was beyond not only the financial resources of
most owners but also the physical task of travelling! By the Second World War the Factory
was publishing very highly embargoed Depot Sheets for their agents to advise on procedures
and solutions to apparently recurring problems. Some would argue that the object was to
ensure that repairs to the cars should only be done by trained technicians hence any technical
information should be confined to those people.
Post World War 2 saw the first ‘workshop manuals’ in print from the Factory. They were
closely guarded and rather quaintly restricted to each individual model. Hence they produced
not only separate workshop manuals but parts manuals for the Mark VI Bentley, the Silver
Dawn and the Silver Wraith! Sanity finally prevailed with the blatantly badge marketed 55
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models and only one set of manuals came out to cover both marques. But even then the
manuals were carefully restricted to dealers except in cases of clear isolation and perhaps
duress. I knew an owner in the States who succeeded in snapping a connecting rod in his S2
Bentley 2 months after the guarantee expired. There was no suggestion of repair or
replacement (so much for the lady in Spain – she must have died) but through sheer
determination on the part of the owner, the Factory finally relented and sold him a manual!

Maybe, just maybe if the manuals had been readily available/...............

Shortly after that someone in the Congressional field in the States managed to slip in a
requirement in the Statutes that any vehicle sold through dealers in the country had to have a
workshop Manual available in the Library of Congress. Not much help to poor old Hank
down in New Mexico you will agree but it was a start. 1971 saw the Company neck deep in
bankruptcy though dilettantes will quickly point out that this was through no fault of the car
manufacturing side of the business. At the time the Company was struggling to support one
of the most radical models they ever produced – the Silver Shadow which despite enormous
efforts probably required more modifications than those effected for all the other models
combined! The seventies did see some common sense emerging and an omnibus book
covering all the pre-post55 cars back to WWII emerged. Information on the SY (Silver
Shadow) was still highly protected although at least one dealer, if you asked him a technical
question he would sit you down in the waiting room with the manual and you could read to
your heart’s content.
I was very fortunate that I was able to restore a Mark VI Bentley for a fellow who somehow
had a complete set of original manuals for the car. These were smartly copied. Other
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windfalls occurred and gradually copies of almost everything printed about the post-war cars
have been located. Furthermore the dealers will now happily sell you original manuals!
But we still have the problem of the tyranny of distance. A few months ago a professional
who should be hopefully a little better enlightened, recounted how a Shadow had been left in
the hands of a non-RR professional for extensive work who through sheer ignorance of how
the thing was put together virtually ruined the car. The informant presented this along the
lines that again only experienced people should touch these cars! Apart from this self serving
attitude the tragedy is that had the outsider had access to the manual for that car maybe it
would be preserved! And so we are putting the library on the net and publicising its
existence, in the hope that anyone working on our cars who can get to a computer can get as
much technical detail as if he were working at the dealer’s bench!


TIGHTENING UP THE RAMS
We fiddled with this topic some time back and I am sure I mentioned the condition of the
serrations around the base of the ram. Because operators screw the rams into the spring seat
in the belief that they are containing a nuclear explosion, a lot of damage is done
subsequently getting them off. Then again there are those who do not know what a ‘C’
spanner is! The lesson here is before you put the ram assemblies back together clean up the
‘teeth’ so that they are nice and even and square. Given that they are case hardened the
judicious use of a grinder is not a bad idea.
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SAD MEMORIES
I really should have headed this as bitter sweet memories. The picture was taken during one
of our very happy sessions as the Tee One Group, a mob of guys ( and the odd gal) who got
together to compare bits of their cars, find out how to fix something, work out what to be
done with a problem. A few were members of the club, the rest with one exception were ex
members. Lunch time we turned on a good feed and wasted time reminiscing but the
gatherings were so enjoyable we had people come from Sydney to join us. On the above
occasion a chap turned up who was a complete stranger as was his car, a very early Shadow
seen fair square in the middle of this picture.
It was apparently the very nightmare, enthusiasts who care for others have from time to time.
Everything was there tools books the leather etc was excellent the lambs’ wool mats were
good as was the woodwork. But hydraulically (for starters) it was the pits. The immediate
giveaway was the condition of the back springs but further inspection revealed an expected
bill of some $30K if done by the professional! The new owner who knew nothing about cars
went from proud elation to despair even though we tried to be gentle. He had paid about
three times the maximum reasonable price and had no more money. Clearly a restorers
dream but only for one who could do the work him/herself!
The owner left a very dejected man realising he had to dispose of the liability as quickly as
possible. We never heard from him again. Nor did we ever hear of the car! I sometimes
wonder whether these sorts of scenes were played out with the legendry Ghosts and
Phantoms by past generations.
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ISOLATION
One of the milder racial slurs that seem to be common to most developing countries is to
accuse a population of isolation. Isolation that is in the cultural sense. When I lived in
America I was appalled at how little the average American knew about Australia but when I
got home I was even more appalled at how ignorant Australians are about North America!!!
As to the Brits where most of us like to think our roots are we like to think they know all
about us. Apparently not it seems. So it is with wonder that I gaze at this bit of beautifully
prepared and finished wooden
trim that nestles under the
windscreen to hold the leading
edge of the dash roll in place. I
really wonder whether even
today there is a finish that
would stand the ultra violet
bombardment these two bits of
wood suffer.
The underside of the dash roll. The
bolted on brackets accommodate
screws that hold the roll firmly to the
top of the facia panel. The trap for
beginners are the two studs which can
just be seen at the left hand end of
this example. These pass through
two holes on a metal pressing above
the glove box where a washer and nut
secures that end of the assembly. If
you can recruit ET or one of his friends they would be very handy with their multi jointed fingers for this job!
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If your car has ‘eyeballs’ for airconditioning outlets that can be
closed off the knob that operates the
closing butterflys will need to be
removed. It is held on by the
smallest grubscrew you have ever
seen and requires a 1/16” Allen key
to remove them. Whenever you are
working on these minute bits always
spread a clean cloth underneath the
working area as you will surely drop
something!

Fortunately sanity eventually prevailed and the SZ cars have a finisher covered in the same
material as the dash roll.
So the owner decides to tart up the woodwork in the car and starts with its removal but when
everything is out, his companion in cars observes that there is still that bit of wood to do isn’t
there!!! Removal is considered by the casual observer to equate to a kidney transplant via the

The trim is in two pieces each held in the centre by a slotted 4 gauge tapered wood screw. These screws are
available at your favourite fastener place but usually come in brass unlike the steel originals. To get at these
screws it is nice to have a fine screwdriver about a foot long which you can whip the off warning light out and
poke the screwdriver through the resultant aperture. Again when working in these areas lay clean white cloth
below the area to catch the bits that you will drop!

The wood is held in the middle of each run by a screwed on metal finger which in turn is screwed to the
windscreen surround with very small self tappers and then covered with foam to protect the roll.

throat! Not so. The first thing is to remove the facia panel, then the dash roll and then the
wood work, oh and the lower the ‘glove box’ (that cubby under the real glove box) and the
panels around the fuse holder! Pull the wood out and have it polished, then put it back!
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The outer ends of the wood are effectively jammed in place and clipped to the metal
windscreen surround.

Whenever you remove covered panels such as this always have a tube of contact adhesive handy. The Factory
in the interests of economy used a minimum of material which over the years has shrunk and pulled away.

‘TILL DEATH DO US PART
No I am not about to announce my imminent departure from the breathing club, just share
with you a little anti-death prophylaxis in the hope that my readership is not in any way
depleted for other than the usual reasons. As you all know when working on normal brake
fluid components in the braking system of your old Shadow, that you pull to pieces for
practice from time to time, you do the final wash of pistons, callipers, seals etc with
methylated spirits. For US readers I am talking about de-natured alcohol. Alcohol, that is
ethyl alcohol as it is called in the lab, is great to drink if you have a leather lined throat and a
liver that is tuned to cope. Consuming it fixes all problems in Rolls-Royces because they just
seem to not matter much anymore.
Regrettably the next morning when you wake up with a team of panel beaters inside your
head, all the car problems return! Actually it is better to flavour the stuff to make it more
palatable and also to at least double its volume with good clean water to make it a little less
lethal in the long run! Some of the better flavourings include rum, whisky and gin and
vodka! Yes folks what you wash your bits in is good old booze. But due to the God
botherers and associated kill-joys, our Governments have over the years realised that our lust
for ethyl alcohol should be somewhat curbed. This is to avoid them eventually having no
population to actually govern. Not only does this altruism drive them, but they have realised
that they can actually capitalise on our lust for the stuff by taxing it! The latter is known as
excise and for the last 300 years or so they have devised the most elaborate means to make
sure that every drop that goes down our throats enables a shekel or two to go into their
bottomless pockets!
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I suppose that one could wash your brake parts in a good Balveney or a nice Napoleon
Brandy (did you know that Napoleon actually disliked brandy!?) except the continuous flow
of tears that you would weep over the components would do little for their integrity! So our
leaders in moral rectitude devised cunning ways to render the booze undrinkable by
adulterating it with its similarly named radical ‘methyl alcohol’! This makes the stuff fairly
lethal and it tastes bloody awful to most people. Hence we have ‘methylated Spirits’. For
reasons best known to themselves the Americans call the stuff de-natured alcohol which I
suppose is a very logical name. They also coloured the stuff in my experience, pink! Seems
our mob have followed suit and the stuff I buy at Bunnings is now blue.
But since our Marques’ designers decided to tinker with our brakes, all the above is now
obsolescent if you have a mineral oil hydraulic system, first used on the Shadow II dressed up
as a Corniche! Owners of very
early SZ cars which all came out with
LHM or HLM or mineral oil –
take your pick will have noticed that to
top up their reservoirs required
procedures slightly less stringent than
borrowing part of the Crown
Jewels! This was the first time that the
legendry ‘seal’ was actually
used on any Rolls-Royce. The reason
was an understandable paranoia
that owners and service stations types
would actually top up the
system with conventional brake fluid.
This has the disconcerting
property of dissolving all the rubber
components in the system
including the rear struts.
So when it comes to washing
the same bits, you need to use a fluid
that leaves absolutely no
residue. Methylated spirits particularly
with colouring agents
apparently does as does that marvellous
pressure pack stuff for cleaning
carburettors. Now the Factory manual
casually mentions that the
recommended stuff to use on your
mineral oil components is Petroleum Ether. My ancient chemistry memories drew a blank so
I resorted to Googling and eventually found a chemist who pointed out that the recommended
stuff was about as safe to handle as playing chopsticks with gelignite!
Immolation never having been one of my fetishes I explained the requirement and he directed
me to perchlorethylene which apparently can be bought in bulk and while you would not
have it lying around while you were having your morning smoke, it is very much less
dangerous that the recommended stuff. And it leaves no residue!! Well given that I am not
on an assembly line cleaning mineral oil components, the need for smaller quantities became
highly desirable and lo there it was, marketed by the well known firm of Nulon as
BrakeClean. In a pressure pack, it is marvellous for getting all that brake dust off the brake
systems, the smell is not asphyxiating and it dries without even using compressed air.
And best of all you get to stay alive!!
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